The epigraph to the published edition of Credible Witness is a quotation from Shakespeare's Richard II: 'Then thus I turn me from my country's light, | To dwell in solemn shades of endless night' (Wertenbaker, 2002a, p. 184) . The speaker is Thomas Mowbray, who has been banished from England over a dispute with the king's cousin, Henry Bolingbroke. Evoking the pain of separation from one's native land and the ambiguities of non-national belonging, Mowbray's words elucidate the central themes of Credible Witness, which explores the contemporary narratives of exile represented by refugees and asylum seekers in Britain. The duke's banishment is figured in terms of darkness; for him, to live outside England is to exist in 'endless night'. Indefinitely detained, the asylum seekers in Credible Witness seem to inhabit the same 'solemn shades' as Mowbray in his exile from England. More than simply reflecting the play's themes, however, this choice of epigraph also illustrates a central tenet of Wertenbaker's dramaturgy: her engagement with contemporary concerns in light of an inherited dramatic tradition. In excavating her dramatic precursors to enrich her exploration of migration in the twenty-first century, Wertenbaker, like Adshead, embeds her response to asylum within the potentiality of theatrical form, rejecting the concern with authenticity common to much theatre of asylum in favour of the metaphorical grammar of the stage.
Credible Witness opens with a 'Prologue' in which Alexander, a young teacher from Aegean Macedonia in northern Greece, takes his pupils to visit an archaeological dig where they might see material evidence of the suppression of Macedonian history and culture by Greek nationalist ideology. The lesson is interrupted by the police who, it transpires, have been persecuting Alexander for teaching Macedonian history in the region. The play proceeds via alternating scenes depicting Alexander's subsequent life as an asylum seeker in London and his mother Petra's quest to find him and take him home. Having travelled to Britain on a fake passport, Petra is imprisoned in a detention centre with several other asylum seekers: Shivan, a Tamil doctor from Sri Lanka, Somalian Ameena, an Algerian man named Aziz, and Leon, who is from the Ivory Coast. Alexander also forges relationships with other asylum seekers, a group of children with whom he briefly works at a community centre: Anna is a Bosnian refugee, Ali is from Algeria and Henry is an Eritrean boy who fled to Britain after seeing his family murdered.
Through their interactions with these refugees and asylum seekers, Petra and Alexander undergo ideological transformations which prompt them to re-evaluate their unquestioned assumptions about the relationship between territory and identity. Finally reunited at the detention centre, Alexander explains to his mother that his fervent regionalism has begun to 'lose its hold' (p. 222), and he wishes to make a new life in London, but Petra, driven by a fierce pride in her native Macedonia, disowns Alexander. This confrontation constitutes the play's central dramatic conflict, setting in dialogue a mythic link between land and identity and the possibility, represented by Alexander, of living 'light' and 'free' (p. 221) beyond the cultural and material boundaries of nationhood. Reading the conflicting perspectives expounded by Petra and Alexander in light of the narratives of forced migration represented by their fellow asylum seekers, Credible Witness reveals how the contemporary search for asylum continues to negotiate these divergent modes of belonging.
The archaeological dig at the play's outset sets the terms for its historical and dramatic excavations and assumes a metaphorical significance that resonates throughout. Alexander wants to show his students how history becomes inscribed in the land: 'Look at these walls: dug up a few years ago. Before then, a field of wheat in Northern Greece. Now: five thousand years of Macedonian history ' (p. 185) . He tells the children how the region was ' criss-crossed by Romans, Byzantines, Turks' and 'Englishmen planting cotton' (p. 185), and explains the contesting nationalisms of Bulgaria and Greece, both of which have claims on the area. By reading history through the earth in this way -literally excavating a heterogeneous European past -this opening scene establishes a tension that runs throughout the play between a mythic, localized history tying identity to land and the acknowledgement of diverse cultural and historical influences on identity. It is through these two models of history -the mythical and the critical -that the play foregrounds the historical complexity of migrationary motivations as a corrective
